
Would vs Used To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She __________ often go and look at it.1. would

He knew it __________n't be long.2. would

He was not __________ having his imperial wishes denied, nor was
Evenos anxious to do so.
3. used to

The sound of a small boat won't disturb him, because he's __________ the
noise of motors from crabbers.
4. used to

I __________ rather not have done so.5. would

I'm rather __________ the vibration of jets, and these new jobs float along
at a hundred thousand feet in the deadest silence you ever heard-if you'll
pardon the oxymoron.

6. used to

I __________ not have done so to you.7. would

I am going down to White Rock Cove to see if my marine garden is as
beautiful as it __________ be.
8.

used to

Seen a hundred miles away, or from the streets of Seattle and Tacoma, or
from the motor-road approaching the park, or from the park itself, or from any
of the many interglacier valleys, one never gets __________ the spectacle of
Rainier.

9.

used to

The Beggar Man's face hardened in a way that made him almost ugly; he
was not __________ being thwarted.
10.

used to

And why __________n't it be?11. would

Tin oxide is __________ some extent in white enameling of metal
surfaces.
12. used to

And I said I __________ do so.13. would

For myself, I never feel at home in Quebec; the lingo of the habitans
puzzles me, and I'm not __________ the dark narrow streets.
14.

used to
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She __________ see through that in a moment.15. 'd

I was well __________ sleeping out of doors, so I slept on the ground
under the coal chutes.
16. used to

Men like you are so absorbed with their own vanity, their own
selfishness-they're so __________ having everything given to them without
exertion, without cost, they grow regardless of what that cost may be to the
ones that do the giving.

17.
used to

I __________n't believe them if I were you.18. would

I thought you __________ like to know.19. 'd

I think he's the kind of a boy that ought to be put in a barrel and fed
through the bung-hole till he grows up; but of course I'm not __________
children's ways.

20.
used to
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